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Abstract
The cornerstone of obesity treatment is behavioural weight management, resulting in significant improvements in cardio-metabolic and psycho-
social health. However, there is ongoing concern that dietary interventions used for weight management may precipitate the development of
eating disorders. Systematic reviews demonstrate that, while for most participants medically supervised obesity treatment improves risk scores
related to eating disorders, a subset of people who undergo obesity treatment may have poor outcomes for eating disorders. This review sum-
marises the background and rationale for the formation of the Eating Disorders In weight-related Therapy (EDIT) Collaboration. The EDIT
Collaboration will explore the complex risk factor interactions that precede changes to eating disorder risk following weight management.
In this review, we also outline the programme of work and design of studies for the EDIT Collaboration, including expected knowledge gains.
The EDIT studies explore risk factors and the interactions between themusing individual-level data from international weightmanagement trials.
Combining all available data on eating disorder risk from weight management trials will allow sufficient sample size to interrogate our hypoth-
esis: that individuals undertaking weight management interventions will vary in their eating disorder risk profile, on the basis of personal char-
acteristics and intervention strategies available to them. The collaboration includes the integration of health consumers in project development
and translation. An important knowledge gain from this project is a comprehensive understanding of the impact of weight management inter-
ventions on eating disorder risk.
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Introduction

Obesity and eating disorders are both complicated by serious,
short- and long-term health problems(1–3). The prevalence of
both is increasing(4,5), with some data suggesting rates of com-
bined obesity and eating disorders are increasing faster than
the prevalence of either obesity or eating disorders alone(6).
For example, between 1995 and 2015 in a community sample
of Australian adults, prevalence of obesity alone increased 1·7-
fold, and binge eating episodes increased 3·5-fold, while preva-
lence of combined obesity and recurrent binge eating episodes
increased 5·7-fold(7). Co-existence of obesity and a range of eat-
ing disorders is seldom acknowledged(8), with these conditions
commonly stereotyped as existing on opposite ends of an eating
disordered spectrum. A key distinction is that obesity is defined
by a physical metric, whereas eating disorders are defined by
well-characterised cognitive and behavioural phenotypes(9).
Obesity and eating disorders share many risk factors (e.g. weight
concern, dieting)(8) and treatment approaches (e.g. health pro-
fessional support, self-monitoring, goal setting and normalising
eating patterns)(10). Of concern, the focus on weight loss during
obesity treatment may lead to under-diagnosis of eating disor-
ders in people with obesity(6). While only a small proportion
of individuals may develop or have exacerbated eating disorder
symptoms during weight management(11), the potential burden
for this risk is high. Nevertheless, there is a paucity of research
and limited treatment pathways for those affected by both
obesity and eating disorders. Additionally eating disorders
may develop over several years(12), and weight management
interventions may be only a single experience in the eating dis-
order development pathway. However, this is a unique point of
engagement with health services, where risk can be identified
and addressed, thus representing an important research and
practice gap.

The aim of this review is to provide the background, rationale
and study designs for the Eating Disorders In weight-related
Therapy (EDIT) Collaboration. We describe considerations for
the nuances of eating disorder development, including risk fac-
tors from observational studies, and describe how such risk fac-
tors may be influenced by behavioural weight management. The
EDIT Collaboration will bring together individual participant
data (IPD) from relevant trials to understand how individual
characteristics and components of weight management inter-
ventions may contribute to eating disorder risk. We hypothesise
that individuals undertaking weight management interventions
will vary in their eating disorder risk profile, on the basis of per-
sonal characteristics and intervention strategies available to
them. Further, we propose individual characteristics can be iden-
tified and intervention strategies can be adapted to reduce eating
disorder risk.

State of the literature: obesity, weight management and
eating disorders

Eating disorder prevalence and complications in people
with obesity

Worldwide, in 2016, 39% of men and 40% of women were
affected by overweight, while 11% of men and 15% of women
were affected by obesity(13); and prevalence is predicted to rise
by the year 2030(14). For children and adolescents (5–19 years),
the prevalence of obesity was 5·6% in girls and 7·8% for boys(4).
Complications of obesity include type 2 diabetes, non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease, cardiovascular disease, sleep apnoea and
depression(15,16). There is growing evidence that prevalence of
obesity is higher in populations with culturally diverse and lower
socioeconomic backgrounds(13,17).

Eating disorders include anorexia nervosa, atypical anorexia
nervosa, bulimia nervosa, binge eating disorder and several other
categories of feeding and eating disorders(18). Eating disorders are
severe mental and physical health conditions with a long dura-
tion(19) and high morbidity(2,20,21). Despite misconceptions that
eating disorders are diseases of individuals with lower body
weight, the prevalence of eating disorders is higher in both
men andwomenwith obesity comparedwith their healthyweight
peers(22). In a survey of 12 337 adults in the United States, the life-
time prevalence, that is, the proportion of people who had any
eating disorder at any point in their life, was 2·2% in men and
4·9% in women(22). However, men and women with obesity
had a higher prevalence of eating disorders compared with the
general population, at 3·8% and 7·6%, respectively(22). Similarly
in adolescents, the prevalence of eating disorders is associated
with higher body mass index (BMI). For example, a study of
3043 Canadian adolescents found 9·3% of male adolescents and
20·2%of female adolescents with obesity had a sub- or full-thresh-
old eating disorder compared with respectively 2·1% and 8·4% of
adolescents with a BMI in the normal range(23). Data from 5191
Australian adolescents show those with overweight or obesity
weremore likely to experience an eating disorder(24). Further, sev-
eral studies have identified an increase in disordered eating
behaviours over time in community samples(7,25), particularly
among individuals with overweight and obesity. It has been
reported that approximately one in four adolescents with obesity
engages in binge eating behaviours or experiences loss of control
with eating(26,27). Binge eating and a loss of control with eating are
also associated with weight gain and symptoms of the metabolic
syndrome and are important drivers of continuing weight
gain(2,28). Moreover, emerging evidence suggests sociocultural
factors such as food insecurity and childhood adversity influence
both eating disorders(29,30) and obesity(31,32), and both eating dis-
order symptoms and weight gain have been exacerbated by the
coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic lockdowns(33–35).
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Compared with the general population, individuals with an
eating disorder have an elevated risk of premature mortality,
with a German study showing that the highest mortality risk
(standardised mortality ratio) associated with anorexia nervosa
was 5·35, compared with bulimia nervosa (1·49) and binge eat-
ing disorder (1·50)(36). Indeed, complications of anorexia nerv-
osa are equally severe for individuals with weight within or
above the normal range (i.e. atypical anorexia nervosa com-
pared with anorexia nervosa)(37). People with binge eating dis-
order experience a high prevalence of both psychiatric
comorbidities (e.g. mood, anxiety and substance use disor-
ders)(38,39) and physical comorbidities (e.g. type 2 diabetes,
hypertension and chronic pain)(40). These comorbidities are also
associated with obesity(41,42); however, higher weight only partly
explains the association with binge eating disorder(42). Almost
30% of adults with binge eating disorder also report a history
of childhood obesity(43). Thus, identifying eating disorders and
reducing risk duringweight management has potential to reduce
or prevent a range of physical and psychological complications.

While there may be a growing recognition that people with
obesity are at increased risk of developing eating disorders(6,44),
there has been limited progress in the identification, prevention
and treatment of eating disorders in the context of weight
management.

Behavioural weight management

Multicomponent behavioural interventions are first-line treat-
ment for adolescents and adults affected by obesity(45–47).
These interventions typically recommend a combination of diet
physical activity and behavioural modifications. A 2018 system-
atic review of adult behavioural weight management interven-
tions of at least 12 months in duration showed that they were
likely to produce significantly more weight loss compared with
standard care (mean difference inweight change (MD),−2·39 kg
(95% CI −2·86, −1·93); 67 studies; n= 22,065). Eligible studies
included participants recruited fromprimary care or a health care
system, and intervention groups experienced less weight regain
during the follow-up periods (beyond 12–18 months, pooled
MD compared with control, −1·59 kg (95% CI −2·38, −0·79); n
= 1408)(48). Further, the risk of developing diabetes over 1–9
years was substantially reduced (pooled risk ratio, 0·67 (95%
CI 0·51, 0·89); 9 trials; n= 3140). Clinical practice guidelines
for adolescents with overweight or obesity recommend a fam-
ily-based approach to multicomponent behavioural interven-
tions that address dietary, sedentary and sleep behaviours(47).
A 2017 Cochrane review(49) found multicomponent behavioural
interventions for adolescents (aged 12–17 years) with over-
weight or obesity resulted in a mean change in body weight
of −3·67 kg (95% CI −5·21, −2·13; 20 trials; n= 1993) and BMI
of −1·18 kg/m2 (95% CI −1·67, −0·69; 28 trials; n= 2774).
These effects were maintained at 24-month follow-up. A 2012
systematic review reported significant improvements in low-
density lipoprotein cholesterol (−0·30 mmol/L, 95% CI −0·45,
−0·15), triglycerides (−0·15 mmol/L, 95% CI −0·24, −0·07), fast-
ing insulin (−55·1 pmol/L, 95% CI −71·2, −39·1) and blood pres-
sure up to 1 year from baseline following lifestyle interventions
for children and adolescents. Hence, multicomponent intensive

behavioural weight management interventions can effectively
reduce body weight and cardiometabolic risk in both adoles-
cents and adults.

An emerging area of research and practice are dietary inter-
ventions with the potential to induce greater weight loss and
improve cardiometabolic complications of obesity(50–52). These
interventions may include very-low-energy diets (<800 kcal/
d), very-low-carbohydrate diets (<50 g carbohydrate/d) or inter-
mittent energy restriction, and require both medical and dietetic
supervision(53–55). Such interventions are recommended for ado-
lescents and adults with obesity and associated complications, or
with severe obesity(47,56). These restrictive approaches play an
important role in effectively managing weight and cardiometa-
bolic risk, particularly as an obesity management approach prior
to bariatric surgery or when pharmacological and surgical
approaches are not available or contraindicated. However, the
effect of these interventions on eating disorder risk is unclear.

Weight management and eating disorder risk

There is concern that dietary interventions, the cornerstone of
behavioural weight management, may promote disordered eat-
ing and worsen psychological health(57,58) in some individuals.
This is informed by longitudinal data showing that dieting is
an important step within eating disorder development(59,60).
However, some of these studies have poorly characterised the
population sampled and the definition of ‘dieting’.
Nevertheless, energy restrictionmay trigger binge eating in some
people, and it is thought that dietary and weight monitoring may
trigger a preoccupation with food, weight and shape. Data from
intervention studies including dietary components are
described below.

Evidence from systematic reviews. Systematic reviews have
examined the association between behavioural weight manage-
ment and the change in eating disorder risk. A 2017 systematic
review examining weight management interventions for adults
identified five randomised controlled trials (RCTs), all of which
reported beneficial outcomes for eating disorder symptoms,
including a reduction in binge eating(61). Similarly, systematic
reviews of pre-post studies and RCTs conducted in children
and adolescents found no change or a small reduction in eating
disorder symptoms, including binge eating and loss of control,
following behavioural weight management(11,62–64). Other
related eating disorder risk factors, including depression, anxi-
ety, and low body image and self-esteem, have also been
improved following weight management in both adults and ado-
lescents(65–69). The effect of restrictive dietary approaches,
including low- or very-low-energy diets, on binge eating has
been examined in a systematic review of ten studies including
805 adults(58). In participants with pre-treatment binge eating dis-
order, studies reported a reduction in binge eating. The evidence
was mixed in studies with participants with sub-clinical or no
binge eating symptoms prior to treatment, with some studies
showing a reduction in symptoms and others showing no
change or an increase. Importantly, two studies included in this
review reported an increase in binge eating or the onset of binge
eating disorder in 10–15% of participants(58). To our knowledge,
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the evidence of restrictive dietary approaches on eating disorder
risk in adolescents is yet to be synthesised. These interventions
are likely to include delivery features very different from behav-
ioural weight management interventions included in the reviews
in adults above, and the implications of this are unknown.

In summary, previous evidence suggests that eating disorder
risk is reduced for most participants following professionally
supervised behavioural weight management; however, individ-
ual studies have reported a small subset of participants who
develop an eating disorder during the intervention or in the years
following intervention(70–75). For example, scores increased to
above a clinical cut-point in seven children in one study, and
three of fifty-six participants followed up at 6 years had devel-
oped binge eating disorder in another study(71,72). The mecha-
nisms by which behavioural weight management may
increase or decrease eating disorder risk at the individual level
are not clear.

Individual variation in responses to weight management
interventions

Few studies have investigated individuals’ characteristics for
associations with eating disorder outcomes following behaviou-
ral weight management interventions. For some individuals
within the general population, dietary restraint (a proxy marker
of dieting behaviours) is associated with the development of
symptoms of binge eating disorder and bulimia nervosa(76,77).
In contrast, in others it may be an important behaviour that ena-
bles improvements in weight management and cardiometabolic
health(78). This divergence in response may be in part explained
by the difficulty in distinguishing between flexible (i.e. gradual
reduction, foods are limited in quantity rather than eliminated)
and rigid restraint (extreme, all-or-nothing mentality)(78).
Psychosocial predictors thought to play a role in the develop-
ment of eating disorders include poor self-esteem, depression,
anxiety, bulimic behaviours (i.e. binge eating with compensa-
tory behaviours), body dissatisfaction and drive for thin-
ness(60,79). It is possible that the interactions or clustering of
such individual characteristics with dietary restraint may be
important for eating disorder development. For example,
Stice’s dual pathway model hypothesises that pressure for thin-
ness increases risk for body dissatisfaction, which in turn
increases the risk for dietary restriction and/or negative affect,
thereby increasing the risk for subsequent onset of binge eat-
ing-related disorders(80). However, aetiological models including
these risk factors do not consistently predict onset of eating dis-
orders(12), suggesting varied individual responses. Importantly,
research identifying eating disorder risk factors has been con-
ducted in predominantly healthyweight populations; risk factors
specific to individuals with obesity for the full spectrum of eating
disorder diagnoses are needed(44,81,82).

Beyond individual characteristics, there may be components
of behavioural weight management interventions that influence
eating disorder risk. Behavioural weight management interven-
tions typically include a combination of intervention strategies
(e.g. related to diet, movement, eating behaviour), delivered
through various approaches (e.g. in terms of mode of delivery,
session frequency/duration). Some commonly used strategies

within weight management interventions are considered disor-
dered behaviours in the context of eating disorder development,
or may be components of aetiological models of eating disor-
ders. Two examples are the restriction of energy intake and
self-monitoring of weight(83). In behavioural weight manage-
ment interventions, the prescription of restriction of energy
intake (i.e. reduced food intake) is thought to equate to dietary
restriction, while a focus on monitoring of weight is likened to
pressure for thinness and weight preoccupation. Hence these
two components of behavioural weight management are
thought to tie into the dual pathway sequence to promote disor-
dered eating behaviours(44). This is a contentious theory, with
intervention studies of restricted energy intake for up to 2 years
in individuals without obesity (such as the CALERIE trials(84,85))
demonstrating increases in dietary restraint without increases in
binge eating or eating disorders(86). Indeed, this leads to the con-
ceptualisation of dietary restraint as a successful self-regulation
strategy. Schaumburg et al.(78) posit that, when this self-regula-
tion fails and is followed by a period of disinhibition, eating dis-
order risk is increased(78).

Moreover, intervention components such as self-monitoring
improve weight-related outcomes and long-term weight mainte-
nance for most people(87). Large-scale behavioural programmes,
such as the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and Look
AHEAD, demonstrate that self-monitoring of weight and dietary
intake is positively related to weight loss(88–90); however, these
factors are also associated with disordered eating in community
samples(83). Furthermore, factors such as increased self-esteem
and self-efficacy around healthy eating are thought to be protec-
tive against disordered eating(91), suggesting that changes in indi-
vidual characteristics may mediate changes in eating disorder
risk during interventions. Indeed, eating disorder treatment pro-
grammes may also include components of regular weighing and
the development of healthy eating behaviours. This highlights
the need to understand the complexities of interevention com-
ponents of weight management interventions for eating disorder
risk. There are also many components of behavioural weight
management interventions which may be protective against dis-
ordered eating, including regular contact and support from
healthcare professionals, and strategies such as promotion of
self-efficacy, realistic goal setting, supported problem solving,
and strategies for stimulus control or social support(92). Thus, a
complex interaction between individual characteristics and
intervention components is likely to influence eating disorder
risk during weight management. To inform models of care for
clinical practice it is vital to identify and understand components
that may increase or decrease eating disorder risk for different
individuals who participate in professionally supervised behav-
ioural weight management programmes. Addressing this is the
central goal of the EDIT Collaboration.

Stakeholder engagement in obesity and eating disorder
research

To identify individual- or intervention-level attributes that influ-
ence eating disorder risk in the context of weight management, it
is essential to bring together stakeholders including those with
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lived experience of obesity and eating disorders. Engagement of
consumers in research development and dissemination is an
important process for evidence-based medicine(93–95).

The engagement of consumers in obesity and eating disorder
research must be sensitive to the stigma and potential harms for
those affected by both conditions. Data on the lived experience
of people with combined obesity and eating disorders are lim-
ited. However, qualitative studies in people with lived experi-
ence of obesity frequently identify the harm caused by obesity
stigma and weight bias(96,97). A 2017 systematic review of
cross-sectional studies reported that more frequent weight
stigma experiences were associated with poorer physiological
and psychological health(98). Indeed, using the term obesity is
an important consideration for researchers, with studies report-
ing mixed responses to the term from people with higher
weights(99,100). Many people with obesity prefer neutral terms,
such as ‘weight’ be used in clinical care. However, one study
found all weight-related terms elicit negative emotions(99). On
the other hand, obesity is a defined medical condition by a num-
ber of international health professional organisations, including
the World Health Organization(101). Systematic reviews and
international guidelines make suggestions and recommenda-
tions for reducing weight stigma and bias, such as the Joint
international consensus statement for ending stigma of
obesity(102–105). The EDIT Collaboration will use person-first lan-
guage for scientific discourse, and language used within the col-
laboration will be reviewed and adjusted as required.

Summary and rationale for the EDIT collaboration

Behaviouralweightmanagement interventions form the first-line
treatment approach for obesity(45). Clinical trials and systematic
reviews show that, in addition to improved weight and cardio-
metabolic health, adolescents and adults with obesity who par-
ticipate in supervised weight management interventions overall
have improved eating behaviours and psychological out-
comes(11,67,69,106). However, there is ongoing concern that these
interventions may promote disordered eating and worsen
psychological health in some individuals(57). Indeed, some stud-
ies report worsening eating disorder outcomes in some individ-
ual participants(11). This suggests that those who have poorer
outcomes following weight management interventions are not
captured when studies report aggregate risk scores. Due to
the required large sample sizes and need for individual-level
analysis (rather than pooling summary scores), the important
research question of whether weight management increases
or decreases eating disorder risk for an individual is difficult if
not impossible to answer using a single trial, qualitative methods
or standard aggregate data meta-analyses. Further, weight man-
agement interventions are complex and often poorly described.
Research investigating whether certain intervention types or
components of interventions may either increase or decrease
eating disorder risk at an individual level is needed. It is likely
that complex interactions between individual characteristics
and intervention components influence eating disorder risk
responses during weight management. Interventional evidence
that addresses clinically supervised behavioural weight

management for people with obesity should be examined to
address these concerns.

Research programme

The EDIT Collaboration will bring together clinicians, research-
ers, biostatisticians and individuals with lived experience from
around the world to improve treatment for people affected by
obesity and eating disorders. The EDIT Collaboration aims to:
(1) understand which participants experience a change in eating
disorder risk, or related symptoms, during and following weight
management interventions; (2) understand which intervention
components may contribute to eating disorder risk; (3) identify
predictive pathways for increased or decreased eating disorder
risk during weight management; and (4) develop resources and
recommendations to reduce eating disorder development dur-
ing obesity treatment. To achieve these aims, the EDIT
Collaboration will conduct five related studies (Fig. 1).
Detailed methodologies will be published separately, but a brief
overview is provided below.

Scientific and stakeholder engagement

The work of the EDIT Collaboration is guided by Scientific and
Stakeholder Advisory panels with international representation.
The Scientific Advisory Panel includes experienced researchers
and clinicians from the fields of obesity and eating disorders or
those working across both conditions. The panel is responsible
for overall programme oversight and will provide strategic
advice relating to the scientific rigour of each included study,
contribute to protocol development and scientific publications,
and guide project output and the translation of project outcomes.
The Stakeholder Advisory Panel comprises consumers with a
lived experience of eating disorders, obesity or both conditions.
The Stakeholder Advisory Panel will provide strategic advice,
contribute to protocol development, and guide project outputs
and translation from the viewpoint of the end consumers of
health services.

Eligible trials

Systematic searches of electronic databases and trial regis-
tries(107) are being conducted to identify trials that meet our inclu-
sion criteria: (1) randomised controlled trial of behavioural
weight management intervention; (2) for adolescents and/or
adults with obesity; (3) report at least one measure of eating dis-
order symptoms or behaviours at baseline and post-intervention
or follow-up using a validated self-report questionnaire (e.g.
Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire, Binge Eating
Scale) and/or clinical assessment or diagnostic interview (e.g.
Eating Disorder Examination). The protocol for this review is
registered with PROSPERO (CRD42021265340), accessible from
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?ID=
CRD42021265340.

Representatives from each identified trial will be invited to
join the collaboration and share IPD, that is, line-by-line data
for each individual participant data. The corresponding authors
of identified trials are invited to join the EDIT Collaboration via
email. If, after two attempts, no response has been received,
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other authors on the paper or listed on a registration record will
be emailed. Finally, we will attempt to contact trialists via tele-
phone, using our networks, via their institutions or at conferen-
ces. If trialists are unable to be contacted after multiple attempts,
the trial will be excluded, since our analyses are not possible
using published summary data alone. Trial representatives will
have the opportunity to provide input to all major stages of
the project including protocol development, analysis, results
interpretation and translation.

Study 1: consultation

We will identify individual participant characteristics and inter-
vention strategies which may contribute to an increase or
decrease in eating disorder risk during weight management
interventions through broad stakeholder consultation. Using
an online survey, we will canvass diverse opinions on possible
causes of eating disorder development in weight management
interventions. Participants will be asked to rate the relevance
of individual characteristics (e.g. body dissatisfaction, history
of self-directed dieting, disinhibition related to eating) and inter-
vention strategies (e.g. dietary monitoring, dietary behaviour
change strategies, informed by a psychological framework or
theory) and identify any not listed in the survey. Individual char-
acteristics and intervention strategies listed in the survey are
informed by relevant literature as well as expert and consumer
consultation (Scientific and Stakeholder Advisory Panels). The
outcomes of this survey will be used to inform the analyses in
the studies below.

Studies 2 and 3: individual participant data meta-analyses

Meta-analysis of IPD is considered the ‘gold standard’(108) for
meta-analysis, in part due to the opportunity to explore
differences in treatment effects across subgroups. These

subgroups might include subsets of participants, such as those
with higher eating disorder risk at baseline, or subsets of studies,
such as those with particular intervention strategies(109).

We will collate all available data from all eligible studies to
examine the individual risk of eating disorder development dur-
ing weight management trials. IPD from collaborating trials will
be collated into a central database. Trials will be identified
through systematic searches, investigator networks and study
branding (editcollaboration.com). The specific variables to be
included in the analysis will be informed by stakeholder consul-
tation (study 1) and data availability, whereby any suggested
predictor will be considered. We will conduct two IPD meta-
analyses, with detailed methodology published elsewhere a pri-
ori. Study 2 aims to identify baseline participant risk factors
which predict an increase or decrease in eating disorder risk,
or related symptoms, during and following a weight manage-
ment intervention. This will be a pre–post IPD meta-analysis.
Study 3 aims to determine whether there are baseline participant
risk factors which predict change in eating disorder risk or
related symptoms, and if they receive any behavioural weight
management intervention compared with no intervention (i.e.
no treatment controls). This will be an IPD meta-analysis main-
taining randomisation.

Study 4: intervention deconstruction

Interventions included in the EDIT Collaboration will be decon-
structed into their discrete components to improve understand-
ing of what they involve. Intervention components will include
the intervention strategies to drive weight management (e.g.
dietary or behaviour change strategies) and the features of
how such interventions are delivered. Using a systematic coding
framework developed for this study, we will then compare and
synthesise the components of interventions targeting adolescent

Study 1: Consultation survey
Assess opinions on individual characteristics of a person and intervention strategies which may contribute to 

the risk of developing an eating disorders in the context of weight management.

Study 4: Intervention 
deconstruction

Describe the delivery features 
(e.g. target population, 

delivery mode) and 
intervention strategies (e.g.
dietary, behaviour change, 
psychological support) of 

weight management 
interventions

Study 5: Predictive modelling
Examine the interaction between individual characteristics and intervention components, based on 

outcomes from studies 2, 3 and 4, to inform tailored treatment approaches 

Translation and recommendations

Study 2: IPD MA Predictors
Assess change in eating 
disorder risk (pre-post 
intervention and post-

intervention to follow-up) 
across intervention arms to 
identify participant level risk 

factors

Study 3: IPD MA Effects
Meta-analysis of RCTs comparing 

weight management 
interventions to no intervention 
(wait-list control) to identify who 
is more or less likely to have an 

increase in eating disorder risk if 
they receive an intervention 
compared to no intervention

Systematic search to identify eligible trials
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Fig. 1. Research plan for the Eating Disorders In weight-related Therapy (EDIT) Collaboration. IPD MA, individual participant data meta-analysis; RCTs, randomised
control trials.
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and adult populations. This project will allow for future quanti-
tative analysis of intervention components and individual partici-
pant eating disorder risk.

Study 5: predictive modelling

Data from studies 2, 3 and 4 will be combined to identify any
interactions between individual characteristics and intervention
strategies which may increase or decrease the risk of eating dis-
orders during weight management. Detailed methodology
informed by the findings of studies 1–4 will be published
separately.

Translation plan and recommendations

Knowledge gains (Box 1) will inform the translation plan and
recommendations. Workshops with the Stakeholder Advisory
Panel (which includes stakeholders who are consumers with
lived experience of obesity and eating disorders), Scientific
Advisory Panel and trial representatives will inform our transla-
tion action plan. A working group will be formed to develop
plans for five key areas for translation: (i) models of care for
obesitymanagement that consider eating disorder risk; (ii) health
professional education (e.g. trainingwebinars, scientific publica-
tions, conferences, recommendations for screening and moni-
toring protocols); (iii) community dissemination (e.g. website,
newsletter, community seminars, decision aids for informing
treatment consent); (iv) identification of strategies to support fur-
ther implementation; and (v) policy briefing documents summa-
rising key evidence that emerges from the research.

Strengths and limitations

The strengths of this research are first the use of robust statistical
methods to quantitatively examine individual-level and interven-
tion-level eating disorder risk during behavioural weight man-
agement interventions. We will use statistical methods
recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration(108,110), led by a
team of biostatisticians with previous IPD meta-analyses experi-
ence(111,112). Secondly, this project incorporates consumers’
views and broader stakeholder engagement to set research pri-
orities and to translate the outcomes of the study. Thirdly, trials
on adolescents are included as an important life stage when the
trajectories of both obesity and eating disorders become firmly
established.

However, the studies outlined in this current research plan
have limitations. This programme will not report on qualitative
experiences of participants who have undertaken weight man-
agement interventions. The IPD relies on retrospective analysis
of data from clinical trials. Thus, there is an inherent risk that
adverse eating disorder outcomes are not captured due to miss-
ing data, higher participant attrition among those at risk, or insuf-
ficient follow-up of the included studies. However, IPD allow us
to include data from excluded participants (e.g. outliers), more
variables and timepoints from datasets that may not be included
in a traditional aggregate data meta-analysis, thus increasing
power to conduct subgroup analyses and detect adverse events.
Further, where data are available, we will include in our analysis
known psychosocial predictors of eating disorder development

(e.g. self-esteem, depression, anxiety, bulimic behaviours, body
dissatisfaction and drive for thinness) to identify potential
changes in an individual’s risk profile that may precede changes
in global eating disorder risk. Future research addressing quali-
tative experiences and a prospective data analysis will be impor-
tant to complement the current research plan.

There is also the possibility that the clinical trials/interven-
tions eligible for the EDIT Collaboration (i.e. including a vali-
dated comprehensive measure eating disorder risk) are not
representative of broader weight management interventions
and findings will not be generalisable to all weight management.
Moreover, the withdrawal of interventions and support may also
influence eating disorder risk, and long-term data may not cap-
ture this changing risk profile. All included trials are providing a
weight management intervention; thus, whether eating disorder
risk would differ for those not referred or enrolled in an interven-
tionwill not be determined. Instead, this project will identify ado-
lescents and adults presenting for weight management: (i) for
whom weight management will likely improve physical and
mental health; (ii) for whom behavioural weight management
is not recommended; and (iii) whether intervention components
can improve outcomes for different individuals.

Summary and conclusion

The EDIT Collaboration will combine IPD meta-analysis and
intervention coding to quantitatively explore the underlying
pathways that increase or decrease eating disorder risk during
behavioural weight management interventions. By understand-
ing how individual participant characteristics may interact with

Box 1. EDIT Collaboration knowledge gainsExpected knowledge
gains

• Diverse community perspectives on the role of indi-
vidual characteristics and intervention strategies that
may increase or decrease eating disorder risk

• Comprehensive understanding of how weight man-
agement interventions impact eating disorder risk at
an individual level

• Identify participant level predictors of change in eat-
ing disorder risk in the context of weight
management

• Understand intervention strategies used during
weight management interventions and how they
may contribute to eating disorder risk

• Find interactions between individual characteristics
and intervention components that contribute to an
individual’s increase or decrease in eating disorder
risk

• Development of an international database of weight
management interventions measuring eating disor-
der risk

• Development of recommendations for tailored
models of care for obesity treatment
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intervention components to influence eating disorder risk, we
have the potential to create an innovative toolbox for clinicians
to build the safest interventions for each individual. Future com-
bined research between obesity and eating disorder fields has
the potential to lead to a tailored precision therapeutic response,
improving both obesity and eating disorders care.
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